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“Ut Scientia Insisto Factum , Sic Factum Insisto Scientia.”
Ordo Umbra

Introduction

Silent is the blade drawn in darkness that severs the life from the blind for
it is without a form and almost inconceivable to even the most illuminated
and enlightened, for not a shadow is cast by blade or by hand and no
motion or movement is aroused in Deaths passing. The silent killer stalks
the absent prey, whilst the absent killer sits in the silence and the stillness
of his thoughts.
Death however is merely an extension of the Will by direction, and that
direction is as diverse as the imagination does allow, so death is by most
certainty's a lesser fate than most, as your rampant mind searches for the
cruelness of intention, linger now on those conclusions and question your
ability for the task that lay ahead by the application of your Will and the
fulfillment of Our Fathers Desires.
A War rages here on Battlefield Earth, a War spread between the realms of
the Living, the Dreaming and the Dead. A Battle for not only the Hearts
and Minds of the Living, but a Battle for the Spirit and the Soul of those
who slumber and those who are newly awakened. Boundaries are
established and have been contested for an age, but as the age draws to a
close Our Fathers shadow is cast further than before and the fleeting sunset
of the Enemies demise looms closer with each newly ignited flame, as
each flame then casts a shadow of its own in HIS Glorious Name.
We resemble the action that follows thought, that thought which comes
from HIM, and by the outcome of Our actions, by HIS Will, we attain
knowledge by which to provide greater action.

Be ignited then by the spark of HIS creation and let HIS Will predict the
Shadow that you cast, let it be long and lingering with its suffocating grip,
strangling the breath that caries HIS adversaries names.
Kindest Regards

Lucius Dragonwolf
Hell's Assassin

“As Knowledge Follows Action, So Action Follows Knowledge.”
Ordo Umbra

Walking in HIS Shadow

Anyone Dedicated to Our Father may serve among HIS Shadows, for We
are not judged by perceived ability or man made skill. We are judged by
Our actions as We are strengthened by Our deeds.
Our Glory is not measured by man but viewed and appraised by the Divine
King of Kings, Satan! Lucifer! By His Glorious Will alone are We driven
and guided to Greatness.
Those who serve in HIS Shadow are without peer or pressure, and no
targeted performance is snapping at Our heels, for We are Masters of the
Self and serve Our Dedication well at the feast of HIS desires, a constant
fuel that feeds Our lengthening Shadow and stretches the reach of Our
darkly warping touch.
Service to the Shadow, and its strengthening is uniquely personal, it is
Self-Scripting in that direction is ever changing by the Workings of Our
Father, Our ability to Listen and the complexity of the task at hand. If one
is unable to receive a command then one is unable to perform HIS desires,
as is the case of one who hears only half the order and fails their task
before it has even begun. Therefore We are limited only by Our limitations
and personal restrictions, those We place upon Ourselves, buried often
beneath excuses though ever under the watchful gaze of our conviction in
Our Father and Our Faith.
So judged We choose Our footsteps wisely and condition Ourselves to
Excellence in HIS Name.

Appetite For Destruction

The tables have turned, the wheel is in motion, and as yesterday We fought
through Inquisition and Persecution for Our lives, now, now We fight only
for the death and utter demise of HIS enemies. Those who align
themselves against HIM align themselves against us, and as such are not
welcome of mercy against Our combined Will.
Satan is not merciful towards HIS adversaries. No friendship or
forgiveness will be offered by means of olive bearing branch or carried
upon the wings of a peaceful dove. Mercy is the way of the false Gods and
printed paper Prophets, obsessed with goodness and purity to and beyond
the denial of Our Fathers Truth.
In the absence of Our Fathers Truth there are only lies. Knowing this no
earthly morality can hold a Shadow from inflicting the deepest wounds
upon the decaying flesh that binds HIS enemies to the realms of Life,
beyond which morality is only evident in fear and nightmares where one's
consciousness restricts the subconscious by conformity and chains of guilt.
Here the appetite for destruction must be fueled with righteous hatred and
divine purpose, an unwavering Will and a bitter intention. Satan, Our
Father, carries the burden of us all, and for that We carry the burden of
HIS woe. It is for us to watch the workings of the World, the movements
of HIS enemies and the events that happen daily, for from Us observing
the Woe of the World Our Father sees all things and directs HIS Shadow
appropriately in accordance with HIS Will.

A thirst must accompany the hunger to watch the enemies world fall to
ruin and demise. This need is easily fed by the accessibility of global
information. A plethora of global media is at Our disposal, and as such no
event need go unseen or unobserved. This overload of information can
become consuming so one must learn to detach from suffering in the sense
that emotional connection to a destructive situation does not distract
observation.
Over time a controlled consumption of global suffering will fortify intent
immensely.

“The Destruction Of Babylon”
1831 etching by John Martin

Thirteen Considerations
Seek not praise or the fortunes of fame for self gratification can lead
to your undoing. Your actions need only be seen by HIM.
Let Secrecy & Silence be your guard.
To successfully manipulate one must control their understanding and
direct their Will upon a situation to such a degree that one is part of
the situation. It is important then to become as involved as possible
in the thoughts and actions taking place. Here learning to predict out
come and then to manipulate predicted outcome is necessary. The
simple game of Chess can be an excellent tutor when learning to
predict movement and strategy, for it trains the mind to such
observation.
Familiarization is imperative. Know thy enemy to the finest of detail.
Be it person or place ensure a crystal image in your mind during
times of working.
Disruption, Corruption, Destruction and Decay. These will always be
your primary objectives regardless of target. Knowing this one can
condition themselves accordingly.
Localize in order to expand. Start small, close to home. Knowledge
of your immediate surroundings and social happenings is of great
importance. Without knowing what is happening outside your front
door, along your street, in your village or town, particularly its
religious communities, you leave yourself vulnerable. Learn to affect
outcome and inspire change in your own surroundings. Firstly, you
are already connected to the area, and as such your aura of influence
is established in many ways, your surroundings are familiar with
your psyche. Secondly, many become discouraged when results are

not forthcoming, often from a great distance away, but when one is
not involved in events surrounding the target results are quite
obviously impossible to gauge regardless of achievement. One
should, however, never linger on results or distract oneself through
expectation. Observation need only continue by necessity, this
necessity is of individual evaluation and personal consideration,
often times depending on the required task and its complexity. There
is no right or wrong way, as We are Judge, Jury and Executioner by
Our Father Desire., therefore in place of wrong or right action there
is only necessary action.
Analytical Dismemberment. Analyze your target to disintegration
prior to every working. In this way your mind has already seen the
target destroyed and broken from a myriad of images. These images
are then imprinted upon your subconscious. Recollection during
ritual is easier, and often more effective than trying to give birth to
mental visualizations at the last minute and aids greatly in the
reinforcement of the Will upon the target.
Trust no one. Trust is a condition, and service in HIS Shadow is
unconditional.
Self preservation leads to future accomplishment. Knowing when to
fight and when not to fight allows one to fight again. Satan, Our
Father, has no need and desire for martyrs, more use to HIM is a
Veteran, a Warrior who's strength has been tested and has tasted
Victory against HIS enemies, one who has established a hunger for
that Victory and seeks the next in every encounter.
Avoid intoxication. This is an open door to enemy manipulation.
When you are not in control someone, or something else always is.
Pay special attention to this for it is a mirror of opportunity.
Regular Meditation and Spiritual Warfare Training is to be observed
and practiced daily. There are no excuses for not doing so, and any
that come to mind are a lie to the self. Meditation can be done at any
time, as can Spiritual Warfare Training. It is for the individual to
constantly seek opportunity, even in difficult or distracting
conditions.

Listen. Communication with the Gods and Our Father is of the
highest importance. Listen also to your thoughts. Record your
dreams, day-dreams, abstract thoughts. Most often these will build a
picture and guide you to your targets and lead you to
accomplishments.
I can. I Will. HIS Desire. Never question the authority of the Gods of
Hell. They know what they are doing even if at times their motives
are unclear. The Gods will never direct you to misfortune or personal
danger. If you question your ability for a task you question the Gods.
If Our Beloved Father Desires it, then completion must be the only
conclusion. We Can. We Will.
PPPPPP. Prior Preparation Prevents Piss Poor Performance. Never
go into a situation or take on an objective less than 100% prepared.
Half the preparation will only yield half of the result at best, and if a
task is worth taking it is worth taking seriously. Fight with all the
odds on your side. We only have ourselves to blame in failure when
unprepared, and failure is never an option.

Mentality
The Foundations of Ability
It is easy for those Dedicated in the Service of Our Father to maintain
belief, for Our Father directs us well. The Gods are not shy to HIS devoted
followers and ministers of HIS Faith. Spiritual Satanism is tangible and
real. There is, beyond doubt, no other global faith which is gifted with
such a personal relationship with the divine. The followers of the enemy
faiths make claims of miracles and communion with their printed prophets
and absent idols, but most often this is born from delusional necessity,
rather than actual occurrence. Where with christians a lifetime of
convincing themselves they are talking to jesus is merely an extension of
their desperate need, talking to Our Father is a devotional friendship with
continuous response.
The difficulty in obtaining the proper mentality is never then a question of
belief in Our Father, but rather a question of belief in ourselves, which can
be fragile at best for most in an ever challenging environment of modern
society. We are beset from all sides by materialism, drawn constantly from
our thoughts by a conceptual need which has been bred into the very fabric
of humanity by the failing and faltering systems that have driven us to the
partial eradication of Our species Spirituality. No wonder then, for most
the struggle to maintain self belief is perhaps the hardest obstacle to
overcome.
For this reason Void Meditation should be practiced and enhanced
continually. If a cancer is cut away, that cancerous growth dies, it can no
longer sustain itself when removed from its host. This applies with
separation of the self from the negativities of Our daily regimes. When the
TV is turned on you watch it, glancing at it often at the very least, it is
doing its job and that is to capture and direct your attention. You may be

waiting for the next episode of whatever it may be, but all week long find
yourself wondering what will happen next. This example shows how well
the idiot box directs your thoughts and manipulates your thinking. All
forms of media are a captivating distraction, and while some seem
beneficial and benign, the basic fundamental fact that its job is to draw you
in and hold your thoughts must be observed and understood in order to
successfully remove outside interference when focused attention in
desirable.
Music is a wonderful gift from Our Father, and one to be enjoyed. Many
find listening to a type or style of music enhances focus, and in many cases
this is true, but one must also understand that when the desired focus is
achieved the next track may be distracting. Lyrics steal the thoughts, for all
lyrics in song are thought provoking.
To maintain self belief one must condition their surroundings, and
condition themselves to the effect of their surroundings. The primary cause
of a lack of self belief is distraction.
We are an incredible species, a wondrous breed. Take all the distractions
from the world and We would happily find something else to do, in the
solitude of our own thoughts. It is from this closeness to ourselves we find
the strength of self belief that spurs us onward to greater ability.

The Ballerina & The Beast
As the ballet plays out the dancers are well choreographed in their moves,
leaping too and fro from one side of the stage to the other. Their
movements are a well rehearsed repetition drawn out day after day, show
after show. Each performance promising a little more than the last but
inevitably remaining the same. The joyous rapture of applause a fleeting
moment, expected however well deserved. How long then before the
applause become meaningless to the performer and routine is all that
remains until the onset of age and the deterioration of skill brings a lonely
silence.
The Beast is always looking for the next meal, regardless of hunger its
plans exceed its needs for it has no set routine for mealtimes. When the
Beast leaps, it is upon its prey. Prediction is necessity for the beast
regardless of the absence of certainty, so the stage upon which the beast
makes play is centered upon its own perception. In uncertainty nothing
remains the same for everything is changing in accordance to the beasts
direction. A turn to the left is a reality away from a turn to the right. There
are no applause from the audience for the beast maintains stealth in order
to better its chances and accomplish its Will. The Beast improves with age
and listens to the silence in which it finds a harmony the lonely never
know.

Virtual Annihilation
Perhaps one of the greatest tools at Our disposal of modern times is
arguably the World Wide Web. No other reality than the Virtual Reality
offers such an insight into the workings of the world and its inhabitants,
from the largest to the smallest, from the mighty to the miserable, none go
unrepresented.
Within an hour or so one can obtain detailed information and descriptions,
images and documents, maps and movements of almost anyone or
anything. The ability to profile a target or location in such detail in such a
short space of time is a most welcome advancement for any working, but
as Virtual Reality can advance and assist Spiritual Reality, so to Virtual
Reality can affect and manipulate Physical Reality.
A Virtual character, or avatar, is a personification of an actual self, a
representation, however self perceived by its creator, of than actual
Physical person, by their own design. As far as they are concerned it is
them, or an extension thereof.
Think now of the Poppet or Voodoo Doll. A representation of the Physical
by the design of the operator. The representation of the physical is used to
Spiritually affect the actual Physical. The desired result inflicted, the
recipient has no connection with the representation other than the
operator's association. An obvious and instant conclusion should be
assumed at this point, but for those still waiting for the penny to drop, let
your conclusions follow. Virtual Voodoo.
The recipient of intent already has belief in the representation. The task is
simplified.

Elemental Destruction
As all things consist of the Elements, all things can be affected through
their understanding. Of all the weapons in HIS Garden, the Separation of
the Elemental forces is the Greatest to wield, though not surprisingly the
most difficult, or so you may think.
It is the initial concept and early interaction with Elemental Magick which
is the steepest slope, but simplicity awaits the determined.
A lump of Earth crumbled in the fist, even soil trodden underfoot can send
a message of intent when coupled with a steely Will.
The pouring of Water a destructive force, its representation an application
of the mind.
The Air itself travels through the Shadow, alterations and manipulations
with every breath ensue.
The consuming Fire. The Flame is most understanding of the Will for it
Wills itself. An understanding, a partnership with Fire is an ability to work
within each others Will. By that one must become the Flame, learn to
travel with it, and your companion will follow suit.
Each Element is further adapted to use through combination. Earth and Air
become Height and Depth, thus allowing distortion of thoughts, corruption
, crime, scandal and sickening shame to be applied upon ones intended.
Fire and Water become Steam, Water and Air, this becomes decay,
dissolution, workings against a targets body or mind, a building
foundations, a Nations interest.

The importance of experimentation should be limited only by an educated
caution and respect of the Elements themselves.
At times it is easier to strike a man by working on the stability of his
home. Elemental Magick is better applied to direct Elements. When a child
steps on a bug, the kill is not credited to the sole. If you Elementally effect
the area of habitat, you infect the inhabitant.
Natural Elements, or Elements of Nature are also incredibly productive.
Close your eyes and smell a flower and you picture a scene. A scent, a
certain smell or perfume can inspire the mind to vision particularly
through acquired knowledge of personal taste or fondness of fragrance.
Your senses can be combined with a targets this way, you are sharing an
exact experience through a Natural Element. This is a combined Elemental
exchange, a perfect time to attach a thought, an impression or a command.
Never underestimate the things you have not yet tried. The Elements are as
diverse as their differences and are a part of us all. I think therefore I am.
Every part in the physical is a part in a Whole. This applies to all realities,
save for Chaos, where everything is not.
We all breath the same Air. We all walk upon the same Earth. We all drink
the same Water. We all warm by the same Fire. The last of these is the
hardest to comprehend, but consider its movements and its actions in order
to understand it placement.

The Ugly & The Vane
Clay and Marble to the Craftsman, Sadness and Arrogance from the
Mirrors face. So predictable, from either reflection, and that predictability
enables better placement of intent. The Vane seek attention, the Ugly seek
withdrawal. Reversal workings work incredibly well, the Vane loath the
Ugly and the Ugly loath the Vain. The Vain are easily lured into Ugly
actions and the Ugly seek Vanity through deeds, and as such dismiss
caution.
As with combinations of Elements, Characteristics can be combined prior
to manipulation and the successful application of intention. If your target is
both Vain and Proud then an Ugly Degradation is a suitable infliction, its
ferocity gauges by desire, a simple put down can cause a massive domino
effect when manipulated into the target environment carefully.
Pinpointing Characteristics is important. Go deeper than you would
possibly observe. Notice preferences, notice movements, poses, gestures.
Understanding the finer characteristics allows for strings to be pulled and
motions to be made. Applying the Will when done correctly can directly
effect a Target. Instantly. This is a process of merging with the thought
process and actual bodily movements of an intended target. The Joy Of
Satan Spiritual Warfare Training Manual gives excellent instruction to
Merging Astral Consciousness. Taking it further is down to individual
application and scrutiny of fine detail. To merge successfully with an
absent target one must become that target, therefore here the 6 p's apply.
The more you know, the more you can do.

The Importance Of Words
Where you to speak to someone in China, and say the word “My” it could
mean something very different in Chinese.
The Gods of Hell & Our Father respond well to most languages,
particularly those of Germanic descent here in the Western world. In the
Middle East no doubt they prefer Egyptian, one would assume, to the
regional dialects of the Enemy emplacements surrounding that once
Mightiest of Nations, Sumerian better still, though seldom spoken by a
man. Enochian, of course taking preference over all. These languages are
best when communicating with the Gods, but, other languages, particularly
those of the enemy are far better suited to Curses raised without petition
before the Gods, that is to say when not asking to receive their assistance
or when speaking to their audience.
Another way to perceive this is to consider a working to Enlil, who We
know is Odin, is Beelzebub. When addressing Odin as the personification
one is best to use the Runes and Germanic dialect (English also being
Germanic dialect).
To expand on the above directly let us look at its opposite by separated
definition, for an Angel, to provoke or to attract one simply uses
Malachim. The pious in christ communicate this way with their tormentors
as We use Enochian to to communicate with Our Liberators.
So, when Cursing a hebrew, Curse in hebrew but never use this language
before the Gods or in their Invitation, during Request or in Prayer or
Thanksgiving. Only use hebrew when targeting a hebrew. The wording of
a curse, a phrase, a sentence. It will place itself upon the mind of the
intended without the barriers of language. Without the aid of the God's it is

difficult to apply ones Will to anothers mentality across the language
barrier, your understanding here when working in the absence of the
Satanic Divine is imperative, for it must at least equal the understanding of
the target towards the receipt of your intention.
For example, to finish if you heard the words “saut d'un pont “ repeating in
your thoughts, you are unlikely to follow those thoughts without being
French. Linguists may vary.
A collection of Magickal Alphabets are included in the reference section.
These are useful not only in application but also in understanding of
enemy tactics, intention and forms of protection. One must neutralize
defenses and in order to do so one must learn to understand what those
defenses are. The ability to read enemy script as well as other occult
languages is a pleasant skill which carries many rewards in offense and
defense, practical and worth patient effort.

Communication & Divination
Here is the meeting between worlds, where Spiritual thoughts are typed
with Physical parts that inspire a Virtual reality to perform Physically and
Spiritually the Will of the Gods, and Our Fathers Desires. Better for us
than for HIS enemies. Better for the Shadow that is cast than the Light that
is consumed.
The Art of communication can inspire Great Triumph or cause Terrible
Misery at the whim of those who speak the words. This Art is one to
Master is you Master nothing else, for what Greater Glory in HIS name
could be spoken than the perfection of Words. Those images that have
transcended to speech in order to form a faster and more accurate image.
Communication constantly evolves so Mastery becomes an impossibility
but an ever strengthening chase.
All communication between the Aspects of existence are connected in that
We Mirror in the Physical, the Virtual and the Spiritual the way in which
We communicate. Be it spoken, written, dreamed of or simply thought, our
communicative skills are reflected throughout.
There is no exception to Divination, it is communication. Simply
communication with the Divine, the God's and Our Father. Divination, its
understanding and successful application is essential. A good, balanced
understanding of all forms of Divination available to study and apply
should be maintained with regularity and devotion. The beauty is
Divination and its practice across different platforms is perpetuating
towards ability. All forms of Divination are connected, much like all
languages derive from an Original. The more you practice with each the
more you strengthen the whole.
Example Divination methods given in reference section. The Joy of Satan
gives further instruction to methods of application.

Splitting the Personality
Hatred is consuming, as deadly as Fear when unrestrained and out of
control. At times whilst in HIS Shadow We are subject to great Rage and
Responsibility, these things combined need to be paramount in your
thinking always. Never let your Rage inspire your Actions, you Actions
must always direct your Rage. When We are Responsible We are
borderline with Fear for Our only Fear is Failure in HIS Service.
When you are dealing with your loved ones and your friends they do not
require your Rage, so to display it is not necessary or in accordance with
HIS Will. Keep your Anger towards the Enemy in check, it Feeds you
when you Fight and gnaws you to attention. Necessary benefits, but
undesirable in outcome when expressed through lack of discipline.
Responsibility to those that you hold dear is your own, Our Father does not
require your undivided attention at all times and to the cost of your Family
and friends. As the movement of the Stars and the Planets, the hours of the
day are considered prior to application of the Will through the use of
Magick, so to should be the arousal of Rage. It becomes difficult to apply
Rage during Ritual if you burnt yourself out telling your friends, or family
your intentions. Spiritual Warfare should be conducted Spiritually , once
spoken of it dissolves in the Physical. Here one must refine a definitive
separation of responsibilities. Physical arousal of intention should be
restrained to the Ritual. The separation of persona is necessary in order to
successfully observe and study your target. Whilst investigating and
researching you don't need the excitement of fury to overflow your senses.
Restraint through knowledge to greater Action. The above also has Virtual
interpretation and application.
The seperation of Responsibilty and the direction of Rage can be one of
the hardest lessons learned for the unsuspecting. 6 P's.

Physical Preparation
Conditioning the Body is personal necessity. That is, it is individual by
desire. Many assume that physical conditioning is an athlete, this is not the
case. The necessary level of physical conditioning should be physically
Fit. You do not need to be able to run a five minute mile, a marathon or
sprint in the Olympics. Neither do you need to be overly muscular or
powerfully built. These things, whilst being necessary to the athlete are
beyond necessity to the Warrior of Satan. We are not about to clash steel
upon a physical battlefield. Spiritually you build yourself to your intention,
strength of mind and fitness of body is all that is required in HIS Shadow.
Do not, however, allow the above to discourage you from fortification of
your physic he and ability, are you so inclined. The strongest will always
overcome when faced with strength and the most agile will out
maneuverer all others of lesser agility. The necessary devotion to such an
aim as to physical perfection would be a great distraction to the the
Shadow who must balance for the Kill.
Physical Weaponry as a practice in many cases is an Art form. The body
itself is a physical Weapon when viewed as Martial Arts, Boxing,
Wrestling. As a Spiritual Warrior physical weapons could be deemed
unnecessary, pertaining to violence, but this is not the case. Much like the
Martial Artist performs routines with his or her weapon of choice, refining
the movements of the body, focusing the attentions of the mind, his art is
one of destruction and defense, Physical and Spiritual, a merger between
thought and action. This Art form can be expressed through many forms of
Weaponry, and a discipled understanding of any Martial Art Form is
beneficial to both the body for Fitness and the Mind for Discipline.

It should be better understood that one is far less likely to kill someone
with a knife if one knows how to use one.

Fight In The Shade,
Fight In HIS Shadow!
We are associated to the Darkness perhaps best by the application of the
Will through bitter intent, for We do not Fear the Fear of Fear itself, We
wear Fear as a cloak that none dare look towards or dream of looking past
for the enemies of Satan cannot sail through nightmares, they cannot chart
the Water.
Hell's Army is Strengthened by every resounding, thunderous footstep that
echoes through the Physical, Spiritual and Virtual realities. Every
contribution of those who walk in HIS Shadow is an expansion of HIS
Will, and step towards a Future in HIS Name.
We are Honored by Our Service and the Respect We gain is Self Given,
for no other can respect us better than ourselves. We respect Ourselves in
order to provide greater service to Our Dedication.
Darkness is all consuming in the Shadow and the shade whilst the
illumination of a retreating enemy fades. The new Age, heralded in HIS
brilliance will bring forth a new dawn and the Shadows will fade.
Until then, there is an Enemy to Destroy.

Respect & Honour!
HAIL SATAN!
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